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Program Scope

In the broad sense of a general definition, the fimdamental goal of this research program is to
explore, understand, and utilize the basic processes of interaction of vacuum W light with
atoms and molecules. In practical terms, this program uses photoionization mass spectrometry
and other related techniques to study chemically relevant transient and metastable species that
are intimately connected to energy-producing processes, such as combustion, or play-prominent

. .. roles in the associated environmental issues. Some recent examples of species that have been
studied are: CHJ, CH2, CH~O, CH20H, CH$, CH2SH, CH2S, HCS, HNCO, NCO, HNCS,
NCS, the isomers of C2H~0, HOBr, CFJ and CFJOH. The ephemeral species of interest are
produced in situ using various suitable techniques, such as sublimation, pyrolysis, microwave
discharge, chemical abstraction reactions with H or F atoms, laser photodissociation, on-line
synthesis, and others. The desired information is obtained by applying a variety of suitable
photoionization methods, which use both conventional and coherent light sources in the
vacuum W region. The spiritus movens of our studies is the need to provide the chemical
community with essential information on the species of interest, such as accurate and reliable
thermochemical, spectroscopic and structural data, and thus contribute to the global
comprehension of the underlying chemical processes. The scientific motivation is also fieled
by the necessity to unveil usefil generalities, such as bonding patterns within a class of related
compounds, or systematic behavior in the ubiquitous autoionization processes. In addition, the
nature of the results obtained in this program is such that it generates a significant impetus for
further theoretical work. The experimental work of this program is coordinated with other
related experimental and theoretical efforts of the Chemical Dynamics Group to provide a
broad perspective on this area of science.

Recent Progress
Measurements on thermally relaxed CH3

In order to resolve existing discrepancies between previous studies, the photoionization
spectrum of the threshold region of CH~ has been carefidly examined under conditions that
produced the radical thermally equilibrated at room temperature. Earlier photoionization
measurements on methyl radical that originated horn pyrolytic sources, seem to display an
apparent onset at an energy -105 cm-] lower than the ZEKE value, and -150 cm-l lower than
Herzberg’s spectroscopic value. The latter is based on extrapolation of several Rydberg series
and is 43 cm-’ higher than the ZEKE value.

Our photoionization measurements show that when the radical is well equilibrated at room
temperature the apparent ionization onset region is found -70 cm-’ higher than the value that
can be deduced fi-om high-temperature photoionization work. This gap between the pyrolytic
and room temperature work cannot be easily ascribed to vibrational hot bands, since they can
be (and have been) clearly distinguished from the onset dominated by a strong O + OFranck-
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Condon transition. At the same time, the nominal midrise of the step corresponding to the O +
Otransition is still -34 cm-i shy of the ZEKE threshold even at room temperature. Although the “
amount of the latter discrepancy is not particularly consequential from the standpoint of the
accuracy of thermodynamical data (since it amounts to <0.1 kcal/mol), from the spectroscopic
viewpoint it constitutes a very intriguing finding.

A deeper analysis shows that the largest contribution to the discrepancies between various
measurements is primarily a consequence of the simplistic interpretation of the onset as being a
step-shaped feature with a midrise at the adiabatic threshold. While it has been indeed quite
customary in photoionization to associate the midrise point with the adiabatic ionization
potential, such interpretation corresponds to a valid approximation only under a rather limited
(but fortunately not particularly unusual) set of circumstances. These require that in going from
the ground state of the neutral species to the ground state of the ion the rotational Q branch is
rather compact, and that the lateral branches are of similar intensity and protraction. Even more
importantly, such interpretation requires that the dominant process in the threshold region is

. ..direct ionization. If these conditions were to hold, and if there were no interference from
vibrational hot bands, the parent ionization threshold shape obtained from a high-temperature
experiment would differ from a room-temperature (or even colder) experiment only in its
abruptness, i.e. there would be no appreciable net shifi in the position of the step midrise, and
extracting the midrise would be a safe procedure to determine the adiabatic ionization potential.
However, if rotational autoionization were present in the threshold region of CH~, one should
expect an intrinsic thermal dependence of both the shape of the threshold and the position of its
midrise. Furthermore, the midrise would not correspond to the adiabatic onset.

Further analysis of our data indicates that rotational autoionization indeed makes an important
contribution in the threshold region of CHJ, A model that includes all available ionization
continua, shows that, when energetically allowed, a significant portion of the J-space of ride”
~E” Rydberg states can autoionize by 10SSof two quanta of rotation. Additional rotational
levels of the ~, & and y Rydberg states can autoionize if loss of a single rotational quantum
becomes at least partly allowed. With such model, and including both the filly allowed
quadrupole-induced and partially allowed dipole-induced rotational autoionization, the
experimentally observed position and shape of the threshold can be rationalized quite well, thus
demonstrating the importance of this phenomenon in CH~. So far, there have been relatively
few cases where existence of rotational autoionization in the threshold region has been clearly
established. As the present case unequivocally demonstrates, such phenomena are capable of
significantly depressing the apparent ionization potentials of thermally excited species. While
the effect appears not to be very important at room temperature, carefi.d modelling will be
needed to properly account for its influence on thermally highly excited species. Our study also
resolves the discrepancy between the apparently accurate but discordant values of IP(CH~) as
reported by Herzberg and as obtained through ZEKE measurements in favor of the latter.

In a separate set of experiments, the fi-agrnent appearance potential of CHJ+ from CHq was
determined by accurate fitting as APO(CHJ+/CHd)= 14.322A0.003 eV. With the known, but now
validated, precise value of the ionization potential, this provides the currently most accurate
value for the bond dissociation energy in methane, DO(H-CHg) = 4.484~0.003 eV =
103.40~0.07 kcal/mol (104.96+0.07 kcal/mol at 298 K), which now approaches a truly
spectroscopic level of accuracy.



An investigation of triplet CH2 and new determination of AH~(CH2)
. .

In spite of numerous attempts, past efforts to determine directly the ionization potential of
methylene either by photoelectron spectroscopy or photoionization mass spectrometry have
been frustrated by the difficulty of generating sufficient concentrations of this highly reactive
radical. Our experiments led to the first ever photoionization spectrum of the threshold region
of methylene, and resulted in the maiden determination of its ionization potential by direct
means, hence validating the value.

The CHZ radical was produced in situ by successive hydrogen abstractions from methane
precursor. The observed step-like onset corresponds to the vibrationless transition CH,+ ~ 2A1
+ CHZ ~ 3B1and leads to the adiabatic ionization potential of CH2 of 10.393*O.O11 eV. The
selected value is slightly higher than the nominal midrise of the threshold step structure, which
is depressed by rotational autoionization effects, similar to those discovered in CH3 (vide
supra). The II? is in nominal agreement with Herzberg’s extrapolated value. The dotiinant

..- nature of the O +- O Franck-Condon factor unequivocally proves that the geometric structures
of triplet methylene and its cation are very similar. The spectrum does not show any signs of
presence of singlet methylene, CH2 ii ‘Az, which is even more reactive than triplet methylene
and, at least in our case, appears to be very efficiently scavenged by wall collisions.

IrI addition to direct measurements on methylene, the threshold region of the CH2+fragment
horn thermally relaxed CH~ has also been explored. The flagment appearance potential was
accurately determined by fitting to be 15.120&0.006 eV at O K. With our IP(CH2), this
measurement provides the best current experimental value for the bond dissociation energy of
the methyl radical, DO(I-I-CH2)= 4.727*0.012 eV = 109.O*O.3kcaUmol (110.4*O.3 kcal/mol at
298 K), and yields AH~(CH,, ~ 3B,) = 93.2*0.3 kcal/mol (93.3&0.3 kcal/mol at 298 K) and
AH~(CHz, 5 1A2)= 102.2i0.3 kcal/mol (102.3*O.3 kcal/mol at 298 K). These measurements
significantly reduce the large uncertainties that have so fhr surrounded the heat of formation of
this very important species. The new values imply that the reaction CHZ(5 lAI) + H20 + CH~
+ OH is essentially therrnoneutral, AH: = 0.0~0.3 kcal/mol. They also indicate that

CH2 (~ 3B1) + H + CH + H2 is indeed exotherrnic by & = -2.9+0.4 kcal/mol (-2.7*0.4
kcal/mol at 298K).

An investigation of CF30X, X=F, Cl

This study is an extension and completion of previous work on CFg-ccmtaining molecules,
aiming to provide additional experimental data that tests the recently questioned accuracy of
certain ab initio calculations and reliability of experimental data on fluorine-rich compounds
found in standard thermodynamic compilation. The additional measurements yield inter alia
AH;98(CF30F) = -176.9+’s/.1,J kcal/mol (-5 kcal/mol higher than JANAF value) and
AH~9,(CF30Cl) = -175.6+ 1.0 kcal/mol (hereto unknown), as well as D298(CF~0-Cl)= 52.8+2”0/.I~
kcal/mol, Dzg~(CFJO-F)= 44.0~1.4 kcal/mol, and Dzgg(CFJ-OCl)= 88.4+0.3 kcal/mol. Together
with previous measurements on compounds from this category, the study reinforces the
increasing suspicion that scatter in the G2 theoretical values maybe of the order of 34 kcal/mol
or even more. Hence, the usually quoted error bars, which were established mairdy by
comparison with experimental values for a broad range of small organic molecules, are not
applicable here. Consequently, ab initio results on molecules with multiple fluorine atoms have
to be used with significant caution. However, our study also seriously questions the apparently
well-established values found for this group of compounds in standard therrnodynamical tables.



Future Plans

The future plans of this program pivot around the investigation of transient species that are
intimately related to the combustion processes and define the initial products of the attack of 02
on hydrocarbon moieties, as well as other related species that are implicated in subsequent
atmospheric chemistry. These investigations will continue to be correlated with other ongoing
activities in the Chemical Dynamics Group, and will make extensive use of the
complementarily of classical and laser-based sources of VUV light. We also intend to fi.uther
test and enhance our recently developed fitting method for accurate determination of fragment
appearance potentials.
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